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CLIMATEGATE - Global Warming Hoax AMERICA’S SOVEREIGNTY

KEEP THE Beacon OF LIGHT BURNING - SAVE AMERICA

THE MEANING OF THE CATTLE AND THE BEEHIVE
THE CATTLE (THE PEOPLE called by insiders “cattle”) WON ONE FOR THE GIPPER
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BEEHIVE
The bee was among the Egyptians the symbol of an obedient people, because, says Horapollo,
"of all insects, the bee alone had a king.” Hence looking at the regulated labor of these insects
when congregated in their hive, it is not surprising that a beehive should have been deemed an
appropriate emblem of systematized industry. Freemasonry has therefore adopted the beehive as
a symbol of industry, a virtue taught in the instructions, which says that a Master Mason "works
that he may receive wages, the better to support himself and family, and contribute to the relief
of a worthy, distressed brother, his widow and orphans”; and in the Old Charges, which tell us
that "all Masons shall work honestly on working days, that they may live creditably on
holidays."
There seems, however, to be a more recondite meaning connected with this symbol. The ark has
already been shown to have been an emblem common to Freemasonry and the Ancient
Mysteries, as a symbol of regeneration--of the second birth from death to life. Now, in the
Mysteries, a hive was the type of the ark. "Hence," says Faber (Origin of Pagan Idolatry, volume
ii, page 133), "both the diluvian priestesses and the regenerated souls were called bees; hence,
bees were feigned to be produced from the carcass of a cow, which also symbolized the ark; and
hence, as the great father was esteemed an infernal god, honey was much used both in funeral
rites and in the Mysteries." This extract is from the article on the bee in Evans' Animal
Symbolism in Ecclesiastical Architecture.1

- Source: Mackey's Encyclopedia of Freemasonry
www.masonicdictionary.com © 2008 Stephen Dafoe
1
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In our Twentieth Century America, the word "industry" denotes
manufacturing and factories classified as heavy industry and light industry;
and connote machines and factory workers. When the Beehive is said to be
an emblem of industry the word is not used in that sense, indeed, is used
with an almost opposite meaning-for it is used in the sense of centuries ago,
which was the true sense.
Industry was the employment of a very large number of men, tens of
thousands in many instances, on one undertaking at one place and at the
same time, and they might or might not use machinery. It was the method
by which in the ages before heavy machinery vast building enterprises were
accomplished, some of which have so long mystified modern men, the
building of the pyramids, of the ancient Egyptian canals, of the hanging
gardens of Babylon, of the Ziggurats, of vast Hindu temples, of the Chinese
Great Wall and Grand canal of the Mayas' City of Chichen-Itza, etc. the same
method by which in World War II the Burma and Ledo roads were
constructed as well as great airfields in the remote hills of China; and the
method by which from Caesar's time until modern times the Dutch have built
their hundreds of miles of dykes. The Beehive is the perfect emblem, or
typical instance of the power of industry, because what no one bee'or
succession of separate bees could accomplish is easy where hundreds of
them work together at one task at one time.
The Medieval Freemasons did not study and think about ¨he same subjects
that architects and builders now except in fundamentals, did not secure the
elements of a building ready-made from factories, had no steam or electric
or magnetic tools to use; chemistry and physics were forbidden sciences,
and could be studied by the initiate only in secret or under a heavy
camouflage of symbolism. They had two great subjects: materials and men.
A modern architect knows far more about materials than the Medieval
builder because he has universities, literature, laboratories, and factories to
draw on; but he knows far less about men, indeed, he knows almost nothing
about men.
Where a modern builder looks to machines as the means to accomplish his
results, the Medieval builder who had no power-driven machines had to look
to men. For this reason the Medieval builder knew far more about work than
his modern counterpart because work is nothing other than a man making
use of himself as a means to get something made or produced or
accomplished. Where a modern foreman thinks of himself as a supervisor of
a building full of machines the Medieval foreman thought of himself as a
Master of workmen. By the same token a workman had to know himself,
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instead of a machine, because he was his own machine. Skill is the expert
use of one's self.
It was for such reasons that Medieval Freemasons thought much about and
had a wide knowledge of the forms of work. There are some fifty-two of
these.
Industry itself is one of them, the most massive and most dramatic, but not
the most important. Where a man makes everything by himself from the raw
materials to the finished product, is another. Where a number of men work
in a line at the same bench and where the first does one thing to the "job, "
the second does another, and so on until the "job" is completed by the last
man, so that it is the job and not the men who move, is another form of
work. Where one man completes one thing, another, perhaps in another
place, completes another, and so on, and where finally a man combines a
number of completed things to make one thing, is another form of work;
etc., etc.
The general organization of a Lodge is based on the principle of forms of
work; so are the stations and places of officers. Though as an emblem of the
form of work called industry the Beehive symbolizes only one in Particular it
at the same time represents the system of forms of work, is, as it were, an
ensemble of them; and from it a sufficiently well-informed thinker could
think out the system of Masonic Philosophy. In our Craft the whole of
fraternalism is nothing other than the fellowship required by the forms of
work, because the majority of them require men to work together in
association, in stations and places, and therefore in co-operation.
It is strange that in its present-day stage of development the so-called
science of economics should concern itself solely with such subjects as
wages, machines, money, transportation because these are but incidentals
and accidentals. Work is the topic proper to economics; and the forms of
work are its proper subject-matter. Any scholar or thinker who chances to be
a Mason could find in his own Fraternity a starting point for a new
economics, as fresh and revolutionary and revealing as was the work of
Copernicus in astronomy, of Newton in physics, of Darwin in biology. A
beehive itself is a trifle, and scarcely worth ten minutes of thought; what it
stands for is one of the largest and most important subjects in the world,
and up until now one of the least understood.2

2

- Source: Mackey's Encyclopedia of Freemasonry
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Gore cancels on Copenhagen lecture –
leaves ticketholders in a lurch
The Holy Spirit in Proverbs said, "The wicked desireth the net of evil men: but
the root of the righteous yieldeth fruit," (Prov. 12:12). Again, He said, “A man
shall not be established by wickedness: but the root of the righteous shall not
be moved," (Prov. 12:3). The Book of Job gives an eternal principle. "Who can
bring a clean thing out of an unclean? not one."

Former U.S. vice president has canceled his event; more than 3,000 Danes have
purchased a ticket. Photo: JOSE MENDEZ
Watts Up With That
Thursday, December 3, 2009
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It seems the uncertainty about Copenhagen is growing. When Al baby pulls the plug,
you know it’s hosed.
Looks like they will get a refund though. Might be worth more as a collector’s item in
ten years though.
I wonder how many people have shelled out $1200 to shake Al’s hand? Maybe not
enough and he couldn’t cover the expenses for his private jet?
From the Washington Post:
“Have you ever shaken hands with an American vice president? If not, now is your
chance. Meet Al Gore in Copenhagen during the UN Climate Change Conference,”
notes the Danish tourism commission, which is helping Mr. Gore promote “Our
Choice,” his newest book about global warming in all its alarming modalities.
“Tickets are available in different price ranges for the event. If you want it all, you
can purchase a VIP ticket, where you get a chance to shake hands with Al Gore, get
a copy of Our Choice and have your picture taken with him. The VIP event costs
DKK 5,999 and includes drinks and a light snack.”
Wait, what? How much is that in American dollars? The currency conversion says it
all, too: 5,999 Danish kroners is equivalent to $1,209.
“If you do not want to spend that much money, but still want to hear Al Gore speak
about his latest book about climate challenges, you can purchase general tickets,
ranging in price from DKK 199-1,499 depending on where in the room you want to
sit,” the practical Danes advise. “There will be large screens, so that everyone will
get a good view.”3

Huckster Al Gore cancels speech to go abroad!
Found this letter on DFA's www.blogforamerica.com that
is another "tea leave" that something big is up with
Gore. Al Gore was supposed to be at a rally for Sen.
Boxer but had to cancel.
Could he have already received the news about the
Nobel Peace Prize? Just reading the tea leaves!4

3

Washington Post

4

by IndySteve
Thu Oct 11, 2007 at 10:59:44 AM PST
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In a hearing that was part sparring match and part high school science lesson, two
of the Obama administration’s climate change experts, John Holdren and Jane
Lubchenco, testified today before the House Select Committee on Energy
Independence and Global Warming about the validity of man-made climate change.
From the start, Republicans focused the conversation on the controversial hacked emails from East Anglia University’s Climate Research Unit in England, in which a
number of scientists made remarks about limiting the dissemination of work by
climate change skeptics. The research center provides data for much of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s conclusions. Holdren, director of the
White House Office of Science and Technology, was among the scientists involved
in the e-mail.5

Climate cooperation to
help ties, Hu tells Obama
Al Gore and Barack Obama
appear on stage in Michigan
as the former endorsed the
current candidate for
president on June 16, 2008.

555

Emma Graham-Harrison

Emily Vaughan National Journal Thursday, December 3, 2009

In a hearing that was part sparring match and part high school science lesson, two
of the Obama administration’s climate change experts, John Holdren and Jane
Lubchenco, testified today before the House Select Committee on Energy
Independence and Global Warming about the validity of man-made climate change.
From the start, Republicans focused the conversation on the controversial hacked emails from East Anglia University’s Climate Research Unit in England, in which a
number of scientists made remarks about limiting the dissemination of work by
climate change skeptics. The research center provides data for much of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s conclusions. Holdren, director of the
White House Office of Science and Technology, was among the scientists involved
in the e-mails.
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BEIJING (Reuters) - Chinese President Hu Jintao has told his U.S.
counterpart Barack Obama that closer cooperation on fighting
climate change could help improve overall ties between the world's top
two greenhouse gas polluters.
Hu also said he was optimistic about U.N.led talks on a new global framework to
tackle climate change, even though the
latest round of negotiations ran into
trouble.
.S. President Barack Obama
Chinese President Hu Jintao,
right, walk past a Chinese
guard of honor during a
welcome ceremony at the
Great Hall of the People in
Beijing, China, Tuesday, Nov
17, 2009.

"Developing cooperation between the two
sides on climate change issues would not
only benefit the international community in
its efforts to tackle climate change, but also
have great significance for promoting the
development of China-U.S. ties," the official
Xinhua news agency quoted Hu as saying.
UThe leaders spoke by telephone on

Wednesday morning Beijing time. Hu said "the two sides face common
challenges in the field of climate change, and shared common interests."

AL GORE --- A HYPOCRITE IS BORN
“In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them which believe not, lest the light
of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine unto them.-- 2
Corinthians 4:4 KJV
Gores’ activities reject his Southern Baptist Christian roots and his greed demy’s his new
goddess GAIA, Mother Earth yoked worship. Human flesh is never more important than
demanding allegiance to Satan and his fallen angels. He commands more than stripping at the
Bohemian Grove, cavorting with nature gods; supporting wars, abortions, and homosexuality.
He claims your body, mind and soul as his possession. This is what the materialistic
Americans fail to understand. Satan is spiritual and considers his program far above mere
human beings drive for wealth and fame. Hypocrisy is never tolerated in Satan’s kingdom;
complete enslavement is commanded.
http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
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All Jesus requires is your simple repentance and acceptance of His blood sacrifice!
“Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the
Father, but by me,” (Jn. 14:6).
Even Gore has admitted that going
vegan helps save the environment.
And the official handbook for Live
Earth—the concert series that Gore
himself

helped

organize—states

that not eating meat is the "single
most effective thing you can do" to

curb climate change. So why hasn't

he taken our effortless Pledge to
Be Veg yet? Apparently, the simple,
delicious

truth

is

inconvenient.

just

too

Al Gore HAS admitted that meat

and animal products are significant
contributors to global warming. He
now

says

considerably

he

has

on

cut

back

his

meat

consumption. In his new book,

"Our Choice: A Plan to Solve the

Climate Crisis," he includes a two
page photo of a feedlot operation
with

hundreds

of

cows.

Gore

states, “Most of the methane from
agricultural operations comes from

AL GORE, THE UNITED
NATIONS,
AND THE CULT OF GAIA
(1999)
"Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate,
and broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction,
and many there be which go in thereat." (Matt
7:13). Flee from deceivers like Gore and friends
6

livestock and livestock waste.” He
goes on to say that, “it takes more
than seven pounds of plant protein

to produce one pound of beef, and
more

water.”6

than

6,000

gallons

of

New World Order
Religion: The Great Global
Apostate Church
U.S. taxpayers are being forced
to subsidize a new form of state
religion which holds that

http://blog.peta.org/archives/2009/11/al_gore_mother_earth.php
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natural resources have to be protected for the sake of Gaia, a so-called Earth spirit. This
religious movement, which has cult-like qualities, is being promoted by leading figures and
organizations such as Vice President Albert Gore, broadcaster Ted Turner, and the United
Nations.
Gore, who as a member of the U.S. Senate participated in the 1992 U.N.-sponsored Earth
Summit, is the most prominent member of what appears to be an environmental cult built around
the concept of reverence for the Earth. Gore has written openly about the Earth having sacred
qualities and he has praised primitive pagan religions and goddess worship.
Another key player is Ted Turner, who has turned his broadcasting empire into a virtual arm
of the United Nations. A noted critic of Christianity and ambassador on behalf of the U.N.
Population Fund, he promotes the concept of Gaia in his television programs, such as the
"Captain Planet" cartoon show, in which characters get magic powers from an Earth spirit or
goddess.
At the United Nations, the U.N. Environmental Program, founded by Maurice Strong,
promotes the idea of an "Environmental Sabbath," a variation of the Gaia concept.
Strong, now the Executive Coordinator for United Nations Reform under SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan, has described the global environmental movement in terms
suggesting a religious crusade. One of Strong's organizations, the Earth Council, has
produced an "Earth Charter" for the world that refers to respect for "Mother Earth" and
animal rights.
As Turner's involvement suggests, this Cult of Gaia has a definite anti-Christian orientation.
Traditional Christianity is regarded by this movement as anti-environmental because God is
viewed as being apart from the Earth itself.
Those promoting the Gaia concept have no qualms about using the full force of government,
even the international resources of the United Nations, to impose their beliefs on the rest of us.
If they are successful in their drive for "sustainable development" to protect Gaia, they could
stifle economic growth and promote a drastic decline in the American standard of living.
Congressional hearings are urgently needed to explore whether forced U.S. taxpayer
underwriting of this bizarre religious movement constitutes a violation of the First Amendment
prohibition on the establishment of a state church.
? But the religious overtones of this movement are too obvious to ignore. Rep.
Helen Chenoweth (R-Idaho) has described this phenomenon as "environmental
religion" and says that it has "profound constitutional implications" because of the
First Amendment prohibition on government establishment of religion. Columnist
Alston Chase, a reformed environmentalist, agrees, warning that "It may be only a
matter of time before America becomes a complete theocracy — a place where, in
the name of environmentalism, science and religion fuse with civil authority to
rule the populace."1
Dr. Michael S. Coffman, president of Environmental Perspectives, says, "They
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are instituting a new state religion." But it is a religion at sharp variance with the
Judeo-Christian foundations of the American constitutional republic. A document
mandated by the U.N.-sponsored Convention on Biological Diversity, the Global
Biodiversity Assessment, explicitly refers to Christianity as a faith that has set
humans "apart from nature," a process in which nature has "lost its sacred
qualities." The document states:7
“Conversion to Christianity has therefore meant an abandonment of an affinity
with the natural world for many forest dwellers, peasants, fishers all over the
world...The northeastern hilly states of India bordering China and Myanmar
supported small scale, largely autonomous shifting cultivator societies [until the]
1950's. These people followed their own religious traditions that included setting
part between 10% and 30% of the landscape as sacred groves and ponds.2

DECEPTIONS OF GORES CULT OF GAIA HAS HER ARMS OUT FOR YOU
Are you standing in line to be deceived? Many are maintain a position that you can live in
sin and have a relationship with Jesus and be a member of His Church. However, is this true?
Millions are also being bewitched to believe that it just doesn’t matter if you follow Jesus as the
ONE Way, the Truth and the Life because they are being taught the global model that all
pathways will lead you back to God. 8
Well that might be true, however, what god will you find at the end of the pathway? Will
you find Jesus in the midst of these gods? Will these gods be equal to Him? Could you think
yourself redeemed by Him but you have demoted to the equivalence of these foreign gods? Can
Jesus Christ sit on the same shelf with the god called Dagon, Baal?
“And my speech and my preaching was not with enticing words of man’s wisdom, but in
demonstration of the spirit and of power; that your faith should not stand in the wisdom of
men, but in the power of God,” (I Corinthians 2:4, 5).
WE ARE IN A SPIRITUAL WAR WHOSE SIDE ARE YOU ON?
The Apostle Paul reveals our position in Jesus, “But ye are a chosen generation, a royal
priesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar people; that ye should shew forth the praises of him
who hath called you out of darkness into his marvelous light: 10 Which in time past were
not a people, but are now the people of God: which had not obtained mercy, but now have
obtained mercy. 11 Dearly beloved, I beseech you as strangers and pilgrims, abstain from
fleshly lusts, which war against the soul; 12 Having your conversation honest among the
Gentiles: that, whereas they speak against you as evildoers, they may by your good works,
which they shall behold, glorify God in the day of visitation,” (1 Pet. 2:9-12).
"The Lord mighty in battle."
Psalm 24:8
7
8

http://www.usasurvival.org/cultofgaia.html
http://www.usasurvival.org/cultofgaia.html
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Well may our God be glorious in the eyes of His people, seeing that He has wrought such
wonders for them, in them, and by them. For them, the Lord Jesus upon Calvary routed every
foe, breaking all the weapons of the enemy in pieces by His finished work of satisfactory
obedience; by His triumphant resurrection and ascension He completely overturned the hopes of
hell, leading captivity captive, making a show of our enemies openly, triumphing over them by
His cross. Every arrow of guilt which Satan might have shot at us is broken, for whom can lay
anything to the charge of God's elect? Vain are the sharp swords of infernal malice, and the
perpetual battles of the serpent's seed, for in the midst of the church the lame take the prey, and
the feeblest warriors are crowned.
The saved may well adore their Lord for His conquests in them, since the arrows of their natural
hatred are snapped, and the weapons of their rebellion broken. What victories has grace won in
our evil hearts! How glorious is Jesus when the will is subdued, and sin dethroned! As for our
remaining corruptions, they shall sustain an equally sure defeat, and every temptation, and doubt,
and fear, shall be utterly destroyed. In the Salem of our peaceful hearts, the name of Jesus is
great beyond compare: He has won our love, and He shall wear it. Even thus securely may we
look for victories by us? We are more than conquerors through Him that loved us. We shall cast
down the powers of darkness which are in the world, by our faith, and zeal, and holiness; we
shall win sinners to Jesus, we shall overturn false systems, we shall convert nations, for God is
with us, and none shall stand before us. This evening let the Christian warrior chant the war
song, and prepare for to-morrow's fight. Greater is He that is in us than he that is in the world. 9
The below article comes from Pat Holliday at web site: http://www.patholliday.com.
Permission is given by the author to copy this article if it is done in its entirety without any
changes. Permission is also given to Post this article in its entirety on Internet web pages
with credits.
GIVE IT TO YOUR PASTOR
Global Warming Hoax, Planned in 1961 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SvcuylMrkXk
The Report from Iron Mountain is a book, published in 1967 (during the Johnson
Administration)by Dial Press that states that it is the report of a government panel. It was
not intended to be made public. Details and the analyses and conclusions of a government
panel that states that war, or a credible substitute for war, is necessary for governments to
maintain power. This is where the information came from, not the narrator. 1970s is when
the report became popular with conspiracy rings).

9

Spurgeon's Daily Devotional
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See:
http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/CLIMATEGAT
E%20CARBON%20FOOTPRINT%20LEADS%20TO%20STEPS%20OF%20
THE%20WHITE%20HOUSE%201%2011-27-09.pdf

Pat Holliday, Ph.D. (katheryn2) on Twitter
Twitter is a free social messaging utility for staying connected in real-time ... Mind
Handlers Pat Holliday, Ph.D.demonology & deliverance plays mind control. ...
twitter.com/katheryn2 - Cached

People get ready, Jesus is coming and Jesus is coming soon!
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http://www.patholliday.com/radio.php mp3, radio
http://www.patholliday.com/newsletters.php
http://www.patholliday.com/video.php
Pat Holliday, Ph.D.
9252 San Jose Blvd., 2804
Jacksonville, Florida 32241
(904) 733 8318
http://www.patholliday.com

Signs are exploding everywhere that Jesus Christ is coming back soon.
Apostasy and the great falling away is a key sign.
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